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Abstract

This paper provides an introduction to ASC 718 as it relates to small- and medium-sized
businesses. Relevant terminology is introduced while a valid model to calculate stock-
based compensation expenses is developed. Limitations of the model are explained
when relevant. The authors’ goal is to provide a specific guide for startups that is more
detailed than the typical, high-level two-pager and not as overdetailed as the 500-page,
interpretive guidance provided by the big four accounting firms.

1 Introduction

1.1 What is ASC 718?

Simply put, ASC 718 provides the accounting to recognize equity grants as compensation
expenses of the company.

Startups usually have limited cash on hand to pay employees, advisors and consultants
competitive salaries. To make up the difference and tie compensation to the success of the
company, those workers are also paid in stock options and sometimes directly in stock. Stock
Incentive Plans (SIPs), commonly known as employee pools, are created to provide workers
with equity grants. A grant is usually made to compensate a worker for a specific number of
years – usually 4 or 5 years – of service, commonly known as the service period . However,
the company does not want the worker to receive the full compensation all at once. After
all, workers do not receive several years of salary on the first day of work either. Instead,
the grant will vest over the duration of the service period giving the worker a fraction of the
grant at predetermined dates, which are known as vesting events. The company is required
to report those vested options or shares as expenses. The ASC 718 report keeps track of all
grants, their vesting status, their remaining lifetimes, their values and then uses that data to
calculate the monetary amount that the company has to recognize for the selected reporting
period , the time span for which the report is prepared.

1.2 Can ASC 718 reports be ignored?

It seems reasonable to ask: Would it be okay to simply not to expense grants and thus not
create an ASC 718 report? The short answer is no!
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In the early 2000’s there was a debate raging is Silicon Valley and the startup community
as a whole whether employee grants must be expensed. In 2003, the Harvard Business Review
published a influential article called For the Last Time: Stock Options Are an Expense1

which was authored by three of the top economic minds of the time. In 2004, Reed Hastings –
co-founder of Netflix – wrote an op-ed in The Wall Street Journal called Expense It!2 that
passionately argued for expensing options. He made the simple argument that failure to
expense equity grants inflates a company’s profits.

Since then it has become standard practice to expense compensation-based equity grants.
While a very young company might get away without properly accounting for worker grants,
the involvement of institutional stakeholders will force the issue sooner or later. Most likely
the first of such stakeholders will be an institutional investor – read venture capitalist – that
will require standards-compliant accounting reports on a regular basis, usually annually. It is
a way for them to mitigate risk by having a third party verify the financials of a company.
The ASC 718 report is a small, yet important, part of those financials.

1.3 Is an accountant or CFO needed to create a ASC 718 report?

The short answer is probably. But there are also services that automate your capitalization
table management and will create ASC 718 reports for the company making sure that
everything is in right order.

However, if one likes numbers, is very detail-oriented, has a few weeks to dedicate to
the matter, and only made a handful of grants, then the remainder of this paper should be
sufficient to create a proper ASC 718 report from scratch. To calculate the vested options
and expenses properly, one must list each vesting event. For example, a 4-year grant that
vests a portion every month results in 48 vesting events or data rows. But more about that
later. One will also need to have access to public company stock price data and the treasury
interest rates for at least the past 10 years.

Shoobx Note
Shoobx provides full cap table management services including the proper execution of
creating a SIP and granting shares under the plan. Using workflows, it gently guides
the user step-by-step through the process to ensure the user has a full understanding
of their actions which leads to less mistakes and issues later on. When needed, Shoobx
also provides the ability to generate an ASC 718 report with a few clicks. Most of
the information of the ASC 718 report will be extracted from the system without
any manual interaction.

2 Accounting

2.1 Financial Statements

In general, companies should have complete and consistent financial statements, in short
financials as part of good company governance. But that is commonly not the case in

1https://hbr.org/2003/03/for-the-last-time-stock-options-are-an-expense
2https://www.wsj.com/articles/SB108113352739374084
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very early stages of a company. And the IRS really does not care as long as the company
pays enough taxes, which is not really an issue when there is no income. However as stated
before, once the company involves other third party stakeholders, especially investors, tides
will change quickly and standards-based financials will be required on a regular basis usually
annually or quarterly if the company is bigger. It is one of the few ways an investor has
insight into the company to ensure that their investment is well-managed.

The financials are a large compilation of accounting reports including cash flow/balance,
assets, liabilities, revenue, expenses and major transactions. The ASC 718 reports is part of
the expense reporting and usually consists of a few pages out of a total compilation of a few
hundred pages. Software can be used for many of the reports. As Quickbooks might be used
for cash flow reporting, there are tools that will generate ASC 718 reports.

The totality of the reports is commonly compiled by the CFO of the company or later by
a financial controller. Smaller companies often use an external or part-time CFO to help out.

2.2 US Accounting Standards

In the United States, standard accounting practices are defined by the Generally Accepted
Accounting Principles (GAAP). They are developed by Financial Accounting Stan-
dard Board (FASB). The FASB also developed Accounting Standards Codification
(ASC)3 to provide specific guidance on implementing GAAP. ASC is organized into about
100 Topics, one of which is ASC 718. As with any standard, there is always room for
interpretation. The big four accounting firms, Deloitte4, PricewaterhouseCoopers (PwC)5,
Ernst & Young (EY)6, and Klynveld Peat Marwick Goerdeler (KPMG)7 have published
200-600 page commentary and guidance on ASC 718 alone. Unfortunately, that guidance
is targeted to all sizes of companies and leans heavily on a section by section commentary
making it pretty inaccessible for someone trying to create a specific report.

GAAP and ASC are very similar to other standards, like ISO, NIST or SOC 1/2. If you
are familiar with ISO, you may think of each ASC topic as one ISO standard with high level
goals and controls. Each specific ASC topic contains sections and paragraphs that look very
similar to controls specified in an ISO standard.

2.3 Auditing

As with any standard, GAAP/ASC-based financial reports can be audited by a third party.
These audits are conducted by accounting firms small and large. Investors will insist that the
company hires an accounting firm to have its financials audited whenever they are created.
The financial statements and the external audit report are then delivered to the board for
review and discussion.

3https://asc.fasb.org/help
4https://www2.deloitte.com/us/en/pages/audit/articles/a-roadmap-to-share-based-

payment-awards.html
5https://www.pwc.com/us/en/cfodirect/publications/accounting-guides/stock-based-

compensation-accounting-guide.html
6https://www.ey.com/en_us/assurance/accountinglink/financial-reporting-developments---

share-based-payment--after-th
7https://frv.kpmg.us/reference-library/2020/handbook-share-based-payments.html
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It is important to understand that there is a limit to the reach of an audit. The auditor
can only verify compliance with the GAAP/ASC accounting principles, but not that the
financials properly reflect the state of the company. For example, if a grant is omitted from
the ASC 718 report, it will be impossible for the auditor to know that. This is again very
similar to ISO audits in which only compliance with the defined process is verified not that
everything is reported properly. Instead, controls should be implemented in a way to avoid
fraud.

3 Stock Compensation

This section is a quick review of the mechanisms of equity-based compensation. It is not
meant to be an exhaustive introduction of the topic but covers enough detail needed to
understand the process of creating a compliant ASC 718 report.

3.1 Stock Incentive Plan

As mentioned in the introduction, early startups are often cash strapped and use equity
grants to make up in the salary gap to more established companies. However, any equity
distribution needs to be approved by the majority of stockholders as well as the board. Since
stockholder consents are a cumbersome exercise, stock incentive share pools are created and
approved by stockholders once. Typical pool sizes range from 10–20% of the total outstanding
shares of the company. The pool size, rules surrounding grants, ownership and sale of equity
are compiled in a document known as the Stock Incentive Plan (SIP).

Companies use the employee pools to give grants as part of the initial offer package or
later as performance bonuses. The rules of the grant usually depend on the type of work and
type of involvement of an individual as discussed in the next section. Grants are not effective
until the board approves them. Early companies usually approve grants irregularly whenever
the need arises, while more established companies will arrange for quarterly grant approvals
by the board.

Stock Incentive Plan documentation is widely available on the internet. They usually
come with a set of grant form document templates, a stockholder consent and a board consent.
Once the SIP is properly approved and executed, the company may make grants to any
qualifying individual. Traditionally a company’s general counsel or hired law firm prepared
and executed the necessary documentation. Today, product offerings will not only help a
company setup a new stock incentive plan, but also help with compliance of all rules and
regulations.

3.2 Grant Types

There are fundamentally two types of grants: options and shares. Shares must be purchased
at the time of granting whereby options can be bought until a defined grant expiration
date, which is usually 10 years after the grant date. The grant date is the date on which
the grant is approved by the board. It is a common misconception that it is either the start
date of the employee or the date an employee has been notified about a performance grant.
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A share grant is commonly known as a Restricted Stock Award (RSA) under the plan.
It is restricted, because the shares are subject to vesting as described in section 3.3 and
potentially other restrictions as defined in the plan documentation. Otherwise the received
shares represent true ownership and thus voting rights. Some companies define non-voting
stock classes to prohibit employees from receiving voting rights. These awards are commonly
known as Restricted Stock Units (RSU).

For stock options, there are two distinct choices. In the US, Incentive Stock Options
(ISOs) give the employee the right to buy the shares at a strike price or exercise price
determined at time of granting. Taxes are only paid when the stock is sold later. For
non-US residents and other no-qualifying workers of the company, the company will grant
Non-qualified Options (NQOs). Taxes are paid twice, once on the intrinsic value at time
of exercise and once when selling the shares.

For accounting purposes, the intrinsic value of stock awards is simply the difference
between the strike price and the current fair market value. However, the situation is
much more complicated with options and a significant part of the ASC 718 report deals with
properly assigning a fair value to an option of a particular grant. A common method of
calculating the fair value of an option is laid out in section 5.

3.3 Vesting

When providing an initial grant to an employee, the company does not want the employee to
own all of the equity outright. The idea is that the employee has to “earn” the right to own
the equity. The process of earning equity is known as vesting . The time it takes to vest all
equity of the grant is known as the vesting period or service period .

It is important to note that the grant date is not of consideration to vesting. Vesting
begins at the beginning of the vesting period and is known as the vesting commencement
date. It is very common that the vesting commencement date is earlier than the grant date.
While that makes practically a lot of sense, it complicates the expense calculations, as no
expense can be accrued before the grant date as the grant technically does not exist before
that date.

As it is impractical to pay an employee their wage on a daily basis, it is impractical
to vest shares every day. Instead, a vesting frequency is defined which states how often
equity will vest. Most commonly the vesting frequency will either be monthly or quarterly
though bi-annually or annually are also used. It is also possible to define vesting events based
on milestones, such as achieving certain sales goals. The latter case is tricky for expensing
purposes as no concrete vesting dates are defined and vesting might actually never occur.

Companies also want to wait for a certain amount of time before any shares vest for a new
employee. For example, if someone does not work out in the first few months, the company
does not want to have that person as a shareholder in the company. It is common to wait a
year before the first set of shares vest. This “waiting period” is known as the vesting cliff .
Once the vesting cliff has passed, all the shares that were supposed to vest during that period
will vest at once.

Every occurrence of shares vesting is known as a vesting event . The set of all vesting
events of a grant is known as the grant vesting schedule. For accountants, a set of vesting
shares and the associated vesting period of that set is known as a tranche and is important
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to properly calculate the expenses associated with a grant. Once the last tranche has vested,
the grant is considered fully vested .

Example 1: Time-based Vesting Schedule

A grant of 8,000 shares was be granted on April 1, 2020 with a cliff of one year and
(for brevity) a vesting frequency of 3 months.

Tranche Vesting Date Vested Shares

1 Apr 1, 2021 2,000

2 Jul 1, 2021 500

3 Oct 1, 2021 500

4 Jan 1, 2022 500

5 Apr 1, 2022 500

6 Jul 1, 2022 500

7 Oct 1, 2022 500

8 Jan 1, 2023 500

9 Apr 1, 2023 500

10 Jul 1, 2023 500

11 Oct 1, 2023 500

12 Jan 1, 2024 500

13 Apr 1, 2024 500

3.4 Termination

When the employee relationship with the company is terminated, several attributes of the
grant change. If the termination happens during the vesting period, shares stop vesting on
the termination date. Also, the grant expiration date is set to a defined date in the near
future usually 90 days from the termination date. The grantee can exercise any vested options
until that new expiration date is reached. The time span from termination date to grant
expiration date is known as the post-termination exercise window (PTE window).

Both, the termination date and the newly defined expiration date, have to be taken carefully
into consideration while calculating expenses and unfortunately make the calculations more
tedious than they otherwise would be. In addition, the options that now will never vest must
be properly accounted for as being forfeited.

3.5 Early Exercise

The documentation of the Stock Incentive Plan might allow for options to be exercised before
they vest. This is valuable as it starts the clock for long-term capital gains tax rates as soon
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as the exercise is finalized. The rule states that one has to have the ISO grant for two years
and own the shares for at least one year. It is common to exercise the shares on the grant
date thus syncing the ownership time with the grant time.

Early exercises are very common on the West Coast, but are almost never utilized on the
East Coast.

3.6 Grant Life Cycle

The following graph shows a visual representation of an 8,000 shares ISO grant for a new
hire starting on April 1, 2020. The grant has a 4-year vesting period with a quarterly vesting
frequency and a 1 year cliff. The grant was approved on July 1, 2020. The grantee exercised
all their shares on April 1, 2022 and left the company on April 15, 2023.
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4 ASC 718 Reporting

4.1 Overview

At its core, ASC 718 defines a standard way for companies to expense employee stock-based
compensation on an income statement of the overall financials.8

8ASC defines a topic hierarchy, where each digit refers to a section: Expenses (700s) � Compensation
(71X) � Stock (718)
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Like salary, stock is a form of compensation, which in turn is an expense to the company
against its income. As illustrated earlier, failure to properly calculate and report equity grant
expenses does not only increase the tax exposure of the company but also leads to inflated
profit reporting.

An ASC 718 report is always generated for a specific period in time known as the
reporting period . The reporting period for the ASC 718 report will always line up with the
reporting period of the full set of financial statements. Depending on the size of company
and oversight requirements of the board, the reporting period is typically either for a month,
quarter or year. Companies use the same reporting period over time to allow for comparison.
For small companies a reporting period of one year is common. It might be obvious to the
reader, but it is important to note, that reporting periods must perfectly line up without
gaps or overlap to avoid double counting and miscalculations.

It is a common misconception of ASC 718 that it only cares about one number, the
monetary value to be expensed for the reporting period. In fact, ASC 718 defines three major
themes of disclosure:

1. The valuation of options determines the fair value of options, which is specific to
each grant. Section 5 provides a detailed discussion on how to determine the fair value.

2. The expenses report the accrued9 expenses due to applicable equity grants as well as
any cash flow due to exercises or forfeitures.

3. Disclosures of the report include a lot of detailed summary information about the
active grants including options granted, exercised, forfeited, and expired.

ASC 718 allows for expenses to be recognized between the grant date and the date the
shares vest. The latter condition is required since these expenses are of operational nature.
However, given the above rule, expenses can be at least partially expensed in a prior reporting
period. All widely accepted methods of accrual utilize the ability to accrue from grant date
to vesting date. Section 6.1 discusses this topic in detail.

Also, early exercises represent an interesting challenge to the reporting to whether the
exercised shares are to be treated as restricted stock or still as options. Early exercises are
explicitly discussed in paragraph ASC 718-10-55-30 and 718-10-55-31 of the ASC 718 topic
but does not give concrete guidance. Since the shareholder does not have control of any early
exercised shares before they are vested, Ernst & Young commentary10 suggests that they
should be considered as not substantive exercises and are thus treated like any other option.
Some accounting firms treat non-vested, early-exercised shares like RSAs, which is generally
not considered to be correct.

4.2 Tranches

A tranche is a subset of options or shares of a grant that vest on a particular date. Each
tranche has its own start date, vesting date, number of shares or options, and exercise

9Accountants will incorrectly talk about amortized expenses. However, equity grants are compensation
and are thus operational expenses (OPEX), which cannot be amortized. Instead it is expensed for the period
the expense occurred. Thus expenses are accrued not amortized.

10Section 3.8 of Financial Reporting Developments - Share-based payment
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information. There is at least one tranche per grant, which for non-vesting grants will consist
of all grant equity and vest on the grant date.

The tranche start date does not necessarily equal the grant date. The tranche start date
is the date on which the service period for this tranche begins. In other words, it is the day
on which the worker starts to earn the equity in the tranche. For time-based vesting that is
one day after the previous tranche vested. The first tranche’s start date equals the accrual
start date, which is the latter of the vesting commencement date or grant date.

Example 2: Tranches of a Simple Grant

A new hire of the company is starting on April 1, 2020 marking the beginning of
the service period. They are receiving an initial grant of an 8,000 shares with the
standard vesting period of 4 years vesting quarterly and having a 1 year cliff. The
board approves the grant on July 1, 2020.

Tranche Start Date Vesting Date Shares Exercised

1 Jul 1, 2020 Apr 1, 2021 2,000 no

2 Apr 2, 2021 Jul 1, 2021 500 no

3 Jul 2, 2021 Oct 1, 2021 500 no

4 Oct 2, 2021 Jan 1, 2022 500 no

5 Jan 2, 2022 Apr 1, 2022 500 no

6 Apr 2, 2022 Jul 1, 2022 500 no

7 Jul 2, 2022 Oct 1, 2022 500 no

8 Oct 2, 2022 Jan 1, 2023 500 no

9 Jan 2, 2023 Apr 1, 2023 500 no

10 Apr 2, 2023 Jul 1, 2023 500 no

11 Jul 2, 2023 Oct 1, 2023 500 no

12 Oct 2, 2023 Jan 1, 2024 500 no

13 Jan 2, 2024 Apr 1, 2024 500 no

The start date of the first tranche is not the vesting commencement date, but the
grant date. However, the cliff is calculated from the vesting commencement date to
be completed on April 1, 2021.

Tranches can split. Grantees are not limited to exercise their options on tranche boundaries.
This can result in a tranche being partially exercised. To simplify accounting calculations, a
partially exercised tranche is split in two, the exercised and non-exercised part of the tranche.
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Example 3: Tranches of a Partially Exercised Grant

Given the grant in example 2, the grantee exercises 2,750 shares. The first three
tranches now become:

Tranche Start Date Vesting Date Shares Exercised

1 Apr 1, 2020 Apr 1, 2021 2,000 yes

2 Apr 2, 2021 Jul 1, 2021 500 yes

3 Jul 2, 2021 Oct 1, 2021 250 yes

4 Jul 2, 2021 Oct 1, 2021 250 no

. . .

Note that the start and vesting date of tranche 3 and 4 are the same, since it is the
same tranche split in two.

Tranches can also collapse. That can happen in two ways. First, if a grant is terminated
before the end of the service period – most commonly due to a worker’s termination – all the
remaining tranches collapse into one final tranche containing all remaining equity. This is to
avoid reporting future tranches that will never happen. Second, it is also possible that due
to a late board approval the grant date is later than some of the first tranche vesting dates.
In those cases these tranches are combined into one that vests on the grant date.

Example 4: Collapsed Tranche due to Termination

Given the grant in example 2, the grantee left on July 15, 2021. All tranches after
the termination date collapse into a single tranche.

Tranche Start Date Vesting Date Shares Exercised

1 Jul 1, 2020 Apr 1, 2021 2,000 no

2 Apr 2, 2021 Jul 1, 2021 500 no

3 Jul 2, 2021 5,500 no

Shoobx Note
For modelling/calculation purposes Shoobx sets the collapsed tranche’s
vesting date to one day after the termination date, since all vesting
dates post termination must be ignored anyways. This significantly
simplifies all formulas that rely on the vesting date.

Example 5: Collapsed Tranche due to Late Approval

In another deviation of example 2, the grant does not get approved until July 15,
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2021. While that might seem contrived, it happens all the time and causes founders
headaches later as a promised fair market value might not be applicable anymore.

Tranche Start Date Vesting Date Shares Exercised

1 Jul 15, 2021 Jul 15, 2021 2,500 no

3 Jul 16, 2021 Oct 1, 2021 500 no

4 Oct 2, 2021 Dec 1, 2021 500 no

. . .

From an accounting point of view, the first 2,500 options did not not vest at all and
were simply made available to the grantee.

While tranches are not required operationally to administer a grant, they are a necessary
tool to properly calculate various quantities such as expenses for ASC 718 reporting.

5 Fair Value

The goal of this section is to assign a reasonable per share value for a given grant using
accepted accounting principles. As mentioned before, it is not accepted practice to simply
use the fair market value as the nature of an option provides more flexibility and it is usually
valued higher than the fair market value.11

One of the accepted accounting methods to calculate the fair value is the use of the Black–
Scholes formula12. In addition to data directly available about the grant three non-trivial
grant attributes are required for the calculation:

1. Expected Term

2. Interest Rate

3. Volatility

Those quantities are derived in the following sections.

5.1 Expected Term

The expected term (T ) is the expected life time of a grant. A grant always has an expiration
date (Dexp), which is the last date on which the grant options can be exercised. The duration
between the grant date (Dgrant) and the termination date is known as the contractual term
(Tctr). However, the contractual term does not take terminations into consideration. The

11As of this writing, the FASB is in the process of allowing the fair market value as the option’s fair value
to simplify the accounting for small companies.

12The Black–Scholes formula was developed by Fischer Black, Myron Scholes, and Robert Myrton. The
latter two received the Nobel Prize for their work in 1997. (Black was ineligible due to his death in 1995.)
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expected term must thus be less than the contractual term. On the lower bound, of course,
there could be a term of zero, which is not useful.

There is no simple term available for the grant that could be used as the expected term.
As a result, the FASB has defined a safe harbor13 calculation for the expected term known as
the SAB simplified method14. The method utilizes the vesting term of a grant, which
is the weighted average of all tranche vesting terms.

Tvest =

n∑
t=1

TSt · Tvest, t
n∑
t=1

TSt

=
1

TST

n∑
t=1

TSt · Tvest, t (1)

where TSt is the total number of options or shares in the tranche, n the number of tranches
for the grant, and TST is number of options or shares of the grant. A tranche vesting term
(Tvest, t) is defined as the number of years between the grant date and the vesting date of the
tranche.

The expected term of the grant is then given as:

T =
Tvest + Tctr

2

=
1

2

[
1

TST

n∑
t=1

(TSt · Tvest, t) + Tctr

]
(2)

In terms of dates available in the grant data, the above equation becomes:

T =
1

2

[
1

TST

n∑
t=1

(
TSt ·

Dvest, t −Dgrant

365.25

)
+
Dexp −Dgrant

365.25

]
(3)

Terms are expressed in years usually up to 3 decimal places to allow for day precision. The
difference in dates is divided by 365.25 to convert the difference from days to years15.

Example 6: Calculation of Expected Term

Using the grant as described in example 2, the tranche vesting terms are as follows:

13In accounting, safe harbor rules and calculations are defined by a standards body and if used cannot be
challenged during an audit, in other words one cannot do anything wrong when using a safe harbor provision.

14The rule was published in SAB 107 and can be found on page 36 of the bulletin.
15In the accounting world, Excel reigns supreme. In Excel the difference of any date/time values is the

number of days. So this behavior is expected and dealt with in all formulas.
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Tr Dgrant Dvest TSt Tvest TSt · Tvest
1 Jul 1, 2020 Apr 1, 2021 2,000 0.750 1,500

2 Jul 1, 2020 Jul 1, 2021 500 0.999 500

3 Jul 1, 2020 Oct 1, 2021 500 1.251 626

4 Jul 1, 2020 Jan 1, 2022 500 1.503 752

5 Jul 1, 2020 Apr 1, 2022 500 1.749 875

6 Jul 1, 2020 Jul 1, 2022 500 1.999 999

7 Jul 1, 2020 Oct 1, 2022 500 2.251 1,125

8 Jul 1, 2020 Jan 1, 2023 500 2.502 1,251

9 Jul 1, 2020 Apr 1, 2023 500 2.749 1,374

10 Jul 1, 2020 Jul 1, 2023 500 2.998 1,499

11 Jul 1, 2020 Oct 1, 2023 500 3.250 1,625

12 Jul 1, 2020 Jan 1, 2024 500 3.502 1,751

13 Jul 1, 2020 Apr 1, 2024 500 3.751 1,875

For brevity, only 3 significant figures are shown. Given Tctr = 10 years, equation 2
can be used to calculate the expected term of the grant:

T =
1

2

[
1

n

n∑
t=1

(TSt · Tvest, t) + Tctr

]

=
1

2

[
1

8,000
· (1,500 + 500 + 626 + 752 + 875 + 999 + 1,125 + 1,251 + 1,374+

1,499 + 1,625 + 1,751 + 1,875) + 10

]
=

1

2

[
1.969 + 10

]
= 5.985 years

Terms are usually displayed with 3 decimal places to ensure that precision up to a
days is ensured.
One can see how a seemingly simple calculation with carefully chosen values can
still result in messy numbers due to real life realities such as grant and vesting
commencement dates not being equal and years having variable length.

Shoobx Note
In the Shoobx ASC 718 Excel calculations, the tranche calculations for the expected
term can be found in the Expected Term sheet, while the full SAB modified expected
term is calculated in the Grants sheet, where it can also be overridden on a per grant
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basis, if needed. Note that any overrides should be made in the app so that expense
calculations are properly recorded for future reference.

5.2 Interest Rate

For purposes of this calculation, the interest rate (r) is the risk-free interest rate at the time
of the grant. It represents the interest rate one could receive without any risk of loss when
investing the grant value over the expected term of the grant. Practically, there is no risk-free
investment, but since the US government has a AAA credit rating (as it is expected to always
pay its debt), short-dated government bond yields are a suitable proxy for a risk-free interest
rate. The Treasury publishes the yield curve rates16 for fixed maturities. For the purposes of
this calculation maturities of 1, 2, 3, 5, 7 and 10 years are of interest. The following table
provides this data (in percent) for September 1–15, 2020.

Date 1 Yr 2 Yr 3 Yr 5 Yr 7 Yr 10 Yr

Sep 01, 2020 0.12 0.13 0.14 0.26 0.46 0.68
Sep 02, 2020 0.13 0.14 0.16 0.26 0.45 0.66
Sep 03, 2020 0.12 0.13 0.15 0.24 0.43 0.63
Sep 04, 2020 0.13 0.14 0.18 0.30 0.50 0.72
Sep 08, 2020 0.15 0.14 0.17 0.28 0.47 0.69
Sep 09, 2020 0.14 0.14 0.17 0.28 0.48 0.71
Sep 10, 2020 0.15 0.14 0.17 0.26 0.46 0.68
Sep 11, 2020 0.13 0.13 0.16 0.26 0.45 0.67
Sep 14, 2020 0.14 0.14 0.16 0.27 0.46 0.68
Sep 15, 2020 0.13 0.14 0.16 0.27 0.46 0.68

The applicable interest rate is always calculated for the grant date. Thus the first step is
to find the applicable Treasury yields for the grant date. If the grants date falls on a weekend
day or trading holiday, the closest, previous trading day’s data should be considered. Next,
using simple linear interpolation between points, the expected term of a grant is used to
determine the risk-free interest rate of the grant17.

Example 7: Risk Free Interest Rate of a Grant

An ISO grant was approved by the board on September 7, 2020, which is Labor Day
Monday. The closest previous trading day was Friday, September 4, 2020. Given
the yields table above, the following interest rates applied for this date:

Date 1 Yr 2 Yr 3 Yr 5 Yr 7 Yr 10 Yr

Sep 04, 2020 0.13 0.14 0.18 0.30 0.50 0.72

16https://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/data-chart-center/interest-rates/pages/

textview.aspx?data=yield
17Unfortunately Excel does not provide a simple linear interpolation function for a given set of points. The

maturity terms and their matching yields must be manually looked up. The FORECAST() function can then
be used to interpolate between the two points.
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Using the expected term of the grant described in example 6 of 5.985 years, the inter-
est rate between maturity years 5 and 7 is determined using the linear interpolation
formula:

r = rlow + (Texp − Tlow)
rhigh − rlow
Thigh − Tlow

= 0.30 % + (5.985 yrs− 5 yrs) · 0.50 %− 0.30 %

7 yrs− 5 yrs

= 0.30 % + 0.985 yrs · 0.20 %

2 yrs
= 0.30 % + 0.0985 %

= 0.3985 %

Below is a graphical representation of the calculation above:
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Shoobx Note
In the Shoobx ASC 718 Excel book, the Treasury maturity rates for the past 10
years (or more if needed) can be found in the Interest Rate History sheet. The
per-grant interest rate calculations are performed in the Interest Rate sheet where
the Interest Rate column provides the actual interest rate per grant.

5.3 Volatility

The volatility (σ) is an indicator of how much change in stock price is expected during
the lifetime of a grant. For a young, private company there is not enough data to compute
any meaningful volatility. Therefore, public peer companies with enough trading history are
used to determine volatility from their history. Of course, even within the same industry
public companies tend to be much more stable than startups which are naturally much more
volatile. For example, a startup’s stock price might go from par value (usually $0.0001) to
$1.00 and back producing a volatility of many thousands of a percent, whereby a public
company having an annual volatility of 300 % would be considered large. But it is a method
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that has been widely accepted and practiced. Usually 3–5 peer companies are chosen to
calculate an average volatility for the company.

In mathematical terms, the annual volatility is simply the annualized standard deviation
of the daily change18 in stock price. One form of expressing the daily change in stock price is
by calculating the ratio of the stock price of two consecutive trading days.

Qdate =
Pdate

Pprev

(4)

This ratio is purely a mathematical tool. The more practical quantity would be the
fractional rate of change, but the standard deviation is the same, and Qdate is simpler and
easier to work with.

The daily volatility for a peer company can now be determined by calculating the standard
deviation of all stock price ratios for the life time of the grant. The life time of a grant starts
at grant date and ends at the expiration or termination date.

σpeer,daily = stddev (Qgrant date .. Qexp. termdate) (5)

Using 252 trading days per year19, the annual volatility is given by:

σpeer, annual = σpeer,daily ·
√

252 (6)

Using the square root is due to some assumptions and approximations when calculating
the variance and since the standard deviation is the square root of the variance, time will be
square rooted as well.

Averaging the annual volatility of all N peers is then calculated using a simple average:

σdate =
1

N

i=N∑
i=1

σi, annual (7)

Example 8: Stock Volatility of Peer Companies

For brevity of the example, consider a grant with a life time from September 1–30,
2020. The company has chosen Alphabet Inc. (GOOGL), Amazon (AMZN), and
Tesla (TSLA) as peer companies.
Services, such as https://www.quandl.com/, provide data APIs to access end of day
stock price data. The table below contains those stock prices for the three selected
peer companies for the lifetime of the grant.

Date GOOGL AMZN TSLA
Price Qdate Price Qdate Price Qdate

Sep 30, 2020 1,465.60 1.000 3,148.73 1.001 429.01 1.024
Sep 29, 2020 1,466.02 1.005 3,144.88 0.990 419.07 0.995
Sep 28, 2020 1,458.66 1.013 3,174.05 1.025 421.20 1.034
Sep 25, 2020 1,439.06 1.011 3,095.13 1.024 407.34 1.050
Sep 24, 2020 1,422.86 1.009 3,019.79 1.006 387.79 1.019
Sep 23, 2020 1,409.39 0.965 2,999.86 0.958 380.36 0.896

18Some literature uses the term “variance” here, which can be confusing since they do not mean the square
of the standard deviation.

19Depending on the year, there are actually either 253 or 252 trading days. However paragraph ASC
718-20-55-79 explicitly mentions 252 trading days without further qualifications and having one consistent
number makes calculations much simpler.
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Sep 22, 2020 1,459.82 1.020 3,128.99 1.056 424.23 0.944
Sep 21, 2020 1,430.14 0.985 2,960.47 1.001 449.39 1.016
Sep 18, 2020 1,451.09 0.975 2,954.91 0.982 442.15 1.044
Sep 17, 2020 1,487.04 0.983 3,008.73 0.977 423.43 0.958
Sep 16, 2020 1,512.09 0.985 3,078.10 0.975 441.76 0.982
Sep 15, 2020 1,535.12 1.017 3,156.13 1.017 449.76 1.071
Sep 14, 2020 1,508.83 0.995 3,102.97 0.995 419.62 1.125
Sep 11, 2020 1,515.76 0.993 3,116.22 0.981 372.72 1.003
Sep 10, 2020 1,526.05 0.986 3,175.11 0.971 371.34 1.013
Sep 09, 2020 1,547.23 1.015 3,268.61 1.037 366.28 1.109
Sep 08, 2020 1,523.60 0.963 3,149.84 0.956 330.21 0.789
Sep 04, 2020 1,581.21 0.970 3,294.62 0.978 418.32 1.027
Sep 03, 2020 1,629.51 0.948 3,368.00 0.953 407.00 0.909
Sep 02, 2020 1,717.39 1.037 3,531.45 1.009 447.37 0.941
Sep 01, 2020 1,655.08 1.015 3,499.12 1.013 475.05 0.953

The above data can now be used to calculate the annual volatility for each peer:

GOOGL AMZN TSLA

Daily Volatility (σpeer, daily) 2.25 % 2.76 % 7.56 %

Annual Volatility (σpeer, annual) 35.77 % 43.73 % 120.04 %
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Using the average of annual peer volatilities, the resulting volatility for the grant is
then 66.51%.
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Shoobx Note
In the Shoobx ASC 718 Excel book, the selected peer companies and a sufficient
amount of their daily stock prices is located in the Peers sheet. The applicable
volatility for each grant is calculated in the Volatility sheet.

5.4 Black–Scholes Fair Value

Prior to 1968, options were merely valued through the intrinsic value of the stock, which is
simply the difference between current price and strike price. For private companies, however,
the current price is often unknown and accountants equated the strike and current share
price valuing options at zero. However, without getting into any math, one can see that an
option clearly has a non-zero value, since it allows the monetary value to be used otherwise.
For example, given a grant with a 10 year expiration date, an investor has the choice to
purchase the options at any time. So in one scenario, the investor might invest the money in
a risk-free bond for 10 years. After those 10 years the money plus interest is returned. The
investor can now look at the current stock price and decide whether to purchase the options
or not depending on the current intrinsic value of the grant. Thus the investor was able to
have a potentially large gain without carrying the risk.

In 1968 Fischer Black, Myron Schole and Robert Merton published a set of equations to
value an option in comparison to risk-free investment commonly known as the Black–Scholes
formula or equation. However, there are two equations, one for the call value – the right to
buy a stock – and one for the put value – the right to sell a stock. Grants are a right to buy
stock, so for option fair value calculations the call value equation is used:

C = Se−q·TN(d1)−Ke−r·TN(d2)

d1 =
1

σ
√
T
·
[
ln

(
S

K

)
+

(
r − q +

σ2

2

)
· T
]

d2 = d1 − σ
√
T

(8)

where S is current the fair market value of a share, K is the exercise/strike price, q is the
annual dividend rate, and N(d) is the cumulative normal distribution function, also known
as error function. Note that this version of the call value includes accounting for dividends
which was not part of the original formulation.

Whenever a grant is made, a validated fair market value (FMV) must be determined. This
is done either by the board – only accepted in the very early stages – or via a 409A valuation,
which cannot be older than a year. The exercise price (K) is the price the grantee pays
for a share. It is usually equal to the FMV at grant date, but may differ. If the grantee owns
more than 10 % of the company, for example, by law they are required to pay 110 % of FMV.
The dividend rate q is pretty much always zero for startups. However, should a company pay
dividends, they are accounted for here. The term σ

√
T is known as the cumulative volatility,

which simply normalizes the annual volatility to the expected term of the grant.
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Shoobx Note
As part of the equity grant process, Shoobx will verify that a current fair market
value is available. If not, Shoobx will offer the user to update the fair market value
with a 409A valuation which it offers as an additional service. The user can also
provide a 409A valuation created offline.

Further, accountants prefer to think of the fair value in terms of present value not the
value at grant time. Using

SPV = S · e−qT (9)

for the present value of the stock and

KPV = K · e−rT (10)

for the present value of the exercise price, the Black–Scholes call value can be reformulated as

C = SPV · N(d1)−KPV · N(d2). (11)

Further, parameters d1 and d2 can be rewritten20 using present values:

d1 =
1

σ
√
T
·
[
ln

(
S

K

)
+

(
r − q +

σ2

2

)
· T
]

=
1

σ
√
T
·

[
ln

(
S

K

)
+ rT − qT +

(σ
√
T )2

2

]

=
1

σ
√
T
·

[
ln

(
S

K

)
+ ln

(
erT
)
− ln

(
eqT
)

+
(σ
√
T )2

2

]

=
1

σ
√
T
·

[
ln

(
S · e−qT

K · e−rT

)
+

(σ
√
T )2

2

]

=
ln
(
S·e−qT

K·e−rT

)
σ
√
T

+
σ
√
T

2

=
ln
(
SPV

KPV

)
σ
√
T

+
σ
√
T

2

(12)

d2 = d1 − σ
√
T

=
ln
(
SPV

KPV

)
σ
√
T
− σ
√
T

2

(13)

Without diving too deep into statistics, N(d1) roughly speaking represents the probability
that the price of the stock on the expiration date is higher than the exercise price. N(d2)
represents the probability that the option will end in the money21.

20The log identities ln(x) + ln(y) = ln(x · y) and ln(x) − ln(y) = ln(x/y) were used to combine the
exponential and log terms.

21“In the money” is an accounting term stating that the share price at time of option exercise is higher
than the exercise price, in other words a profit is made when purchasing the options.
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Example 9: Calculation of Fair Value of an Option

Using the grant as described in example 2 with an exercise price (K) of $1.00 and a
current fair market value (S) of $2.00, an expected term of 5.985 yr from example
6, an interest rate of 0.3985 %/yr from example 7, a dividend rate of zero, and a
volatility of 66.51 % from example 8, the fair value can be calculated using equation
11 in combination with equations 12 and 13:

σ
√
T = 66.51 % ·

√
5.985 = 162.7 %

KPV = K · e−rT = $1.00 · e−0.3985%/yr ·5.985 yr = $0.98

SPV = S · e−0·T = S = $2.00

d1 =
ln
(
SPV
KPV

)
σ
√
T

+
σ
√
T

2
=

ln
(
$2.00
$0.98

)
162.7 %

+
162.7 %

2
= 125.4 %

d2 = d1 − σ
√
T = 125.4 %− 162.7 % = −37.3 %

C = SPV ·N(d1)−KPV ·N(d2)

= $2.00 ·N(125.4 %)− $0.98 ·N(−37.3 %)

= $2.00 · 89.5 %− $0.98 · 35.5 %

= $1.44

Shoobx Note
In the Shoobx ASC 718 Excel book, the Black–Scholes fair value for each grant is
calculated in the Fair Values sheet. Variables and terminology are identical to the
ones in this paper.

5.4.1 Continuous versus Discrete Compounding

In the original formulation of the Black–Scholes equation assumes continuous compounding of
the interest rate and dividend indicated by the terms exp(−rT ) and exp(−qT ) respectively.
However, the US treasury only pays bond interest rates every six months22. Thus, the discrete
version of compounding interest must be used:

KPV = K · e−rT → KPV = K ·
(

1 +
r

m

)−mT
(14)

where m in the number of times the interest is paid during one year. Note the exponent/power
here is negative since in this case the present value is a depreciation due to the potential to
earn money elsewhere. Given that the treasury interest pays semiannually, m = 2 to give the
commonly used version of the present value exercise price:

KPV = K ·
(

1 +
r

2

)−2T
(15)

22https://www.treasurydirect.gov/indiv/research/indepth/tbonds/res_tbond_rates.htm
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Note: As m increases, the discrete compounding function approaches the continuous one
in the applicable range. It has been observed that some accounting firms use really large
values for m, such as m = 10,000 to match the continuous curve to 4 significant figures.
However, such values are nonsensical and should be rejected.

For the projected present value of the stock, the annual dividend rate is used. Dividends
are commonly paid quarterly, thus m = 4 to give:

SPV = S ·
(

1 +
q

4

)−4T
(16)

Equations 15 and 16 are the practical forms that are used by accountants when using the
Black–Scholes equation to determine the fair value.

Example 10: Continuous versus Discrete Depreciation

For a grant made on Friday, September 4, 2020, the following interest rates apply
and for simplicity an exercise price of K = $1.00 is used.

1 Yr 2 Yr 3 Yr 5 Yr 7 Yr 10 Yr

Interest Rate 0.13% 0.14% 0.18% 0.30% 0.50% 0.72%
Continuous KPV $0.9922 $0.9917 $0.9893 $0.9822 $0.9705 $0.9578
Discrete KPV $0.9923 $0.9917 $0.9893 $0.9822 $0.9706 $0.9579

The graph below shows the difference of continuous versus discrete depreciation.
The expected term of 5.985 yr from example 6 is highlighted as reference.
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Each segment of the graph (lines between the data points) is its own plot, since at
every point, the interest rate is interpolated and then applied to the equation.
One can see there is only a tiny difference between in the continuous versus discrete
formulation as the interest rates are so small. Given the term 5.985 yr and its
associated interest rate of 0.3985 %, the continuous present value exercise price is
$0.97634 while the discrete price is $0.97637. This difference is nearly insignificant
to 4 significant figures given by the precision of the term.
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5.4.2 Boundary Conditions

It is interesting to see how the Black–Scholes fair value behaves in some extreme cases.
When the term is very long (read infinite), then

lim
T→∞

e−x·T = 0 → C = Se−q·TN(d1)−Ke−r·TN(d2) = $0.00

since both, the interest rate and dividends take over. However, if there is no dividend rate,
then the first term survives and given that

lim
T→∞

d1 =∞ → lim
T→∞

N(d1) = 1

we get
lim
T→∞

C = S = SPV

which means that the option is now worth the present fair market value. That is true, because
the exercise price will be fully earned back through interest making the option an effectively
“free” security to the grantee.

If there is no term, T = 0 yr, then the option effectively becomes a restricted stock award
being valued using its intrinsic value, which is the difference between share and exercise price.
At this boundary, however, several parts of the equation become undefined. But using the
limit of T approaching zero, one can see that

lim
T→0

N(d1) = 1

lim
T→0

N(d2) = 1

lim
T→0

e−rT = 1

so that
lim
T→0

C = S −K. (17)

It can be seen that the option fair value collapses to be the intrinsic value as predicted. If
the exercise price equals the share price, K = S, then there is no intrinsic value. In other
words there is no monetary benefit to the grantee that can be quantitatively measured.

5.4.3 Interest Rate Sensitivity

It is interesting to see how sensitive the fair values are with respect to interest rate. The
following values were chosen for all other inputs:

K = $1.00, S = $2.00, T = 5.000 yr, σ = 50.00 %, q = 0.00 %

For the expected term 5 years were chosen so that the interest rate from the treasury data
can be used directly without interpolating a rate for an arbitrary term.

In the past 10 years (Oct 2010–2020), the 5 year yield varied from 0.19 % to 3.09 %. Below
is a graph that shows the fair value for the given inputs over the range of those interest rates.
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One can see that the fair value is not very sensitive to the interest rate. The fair value differed
only 2.97 % between the lowest and highest interest rate during the 10 year time span.

5.4.4 Volatility Sensitivity

Another parameter that can affect the fair value is the volatility of a stock. The following
values were chosen for all other inputs:

K = $1.00, S = $2.00, T = 5.000 yr, r = 1.00 %, q = 0.00 %

The graph below shows the behavior of the fair value from no volatility (0.00 %) to 126.08 %,
the volatility for Tesla in example 8.
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In this case, the volatility makes great difference to the fair value resulting in a 62.8 %
difference between the highest volatility and no volatility for the selected scenario. Thus it is
very important that proper peer companies are selected so that an appropriate volatility can
be calculated.
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6 Expenses

Equity grants are compensation and must be expensed properly. For accounting purposes,
the compensation occurs on the day the equity vest. If a grant has no vesting, then the grant
date is the date of compensation. According to ASC 718, grant equity must be recognized as
compensation in reporting periods covering the span of the grant date to the vesting date.
The vesting commencement date is mostly irrelevant for accounting purposes as the vesting
commencement date almost always precedes the grant date and whatever date comes last is
used as the accrual start date. For the purposes of this paper, the accrual start date is
defined as latter of the vesting commencement date and grant date.

An ASC 718 report is always prepared for a given reporting period, commonly a year or
a quarter. The report assumes that a previous report exists that properly accounted for the
expenses at that time. The only way no previous report can exist is when there were no
grants prior to the current reporting period. If no valid previous report exists, a reconciliation
calculation must be made in which the lack of proper prior accounting is addressed. Good
ASC 718 reports will allow for overrides that allow that reconciliation to occur in the newly
created, current report.

This section outlines the calculations necessary to arrive at the proper expense to be
allocated for a given reporting period. A bottom up approach is used to first develop all the
necessary pieces of information before compiling the expense calculation at the end. Formulas
and quantities in this section are usually in the scope of a tranche unless otherwise stated.

6.1 Accrual Methods

The first step in the process is to determine the fraction of equity that has been accrued by the
grantee providing the service. This is different than equity vested, since accrual is continuous
over the accrual period while vesting happens all at once at the end. The cumulative accrued
ratio, CARi, is defined as the ratio of vested/accrued days, DVi, over total vesting or service
period days, DT.

CARi =
DVi

DT
(18)

where i denotes the current reporting period. In practice one must also protect against
DT = 0, which can occur if a grant has no vesting at all. Once CARi is determined, the
rest of the expense calculations can be performed without taking the accrual method into
consideration.

Accrual does not have to be linear. It’s only requirement is that the accrual of a tranche
is complete at the vesting date of the tranche. Two widely accepted accrual methods have
developed.

6.1.1 Straight Line Accrual

As the name suggests straight line accrual is the linear accrual of equity during the service
period, which starts at the accrual start date and ends at the vesting date. Due to its
simplicity, it is by far the most commonly used accrual method. Some service providers
differentiate the method by allowing either the vesting commencement date or grant date to
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be used as the service period beginning. Again, this is incorrect and instead the accrual start
date should always be used instead.

At tranche granularity, this method uses the tranche accrual start date and vesting date
to calculate the cumulative accrued ratio. The total number of vesting days is given by

DTt = max(VDt −max(GD, SDt) + 1, 0) (19)

where VD is the tranche vesting date, GD is the grant date, and SD is the tranche start date
also known as the expense start date. The expression max(GD, SD) represents the accrual
start date and ensures that cases are handled where the grant date occurs after the tranche’s
start date and on the grant level the vesting commencement date. The +1 after the date
difference is needed, since accountants treat both date boundaries as inclusive23. The outer
max() call protects against the case where the grant date occurs after the tranche vesting
date GD > VD, which happens frequently in very early startups where grant approval is
done very irregularly and with large gaps in between.

The number of vested days most simply is the difference between the reporting period’s
end date MDi (also known as the measurement date) and the tranche start date SD,

DVi,t = MDi − SD + 1.

But once possible grant termination and a reporting period past the tranche’s vesting date
are taken into consideration, the resulting expression becomes

DVi,t = min(max(min(MDi,TD)− SDt + 1, 0),DTt) (20)

where TD is the termination date. The expression min(MDi,TD) makes sure the proper last
date of vesting is selected if a termination occurred before the end of the current reporting
period. The max() expression then protects the expression from returning a negative number
of days should the termination have occurred before the tranche even started to vest, TD < SD.
The outermost min() ensures that the number of accrued days never exceeds the total number
of vesting dates, which mathematically happens when the reporting end date is past the
vesting date of the tranche, MDi > DT.

Example 11: Straight Line Accrual of a 4-Year Vesting Grant

Consider a grant made on April 1, 2020 – carefully chosen to offset the grant date
and service period start date by exactly a quarter to make the graph simpler –
having a 4-year vesting period, semi-annual vesting events and a one year cliff.
Furthermore, the company’s fiscal year ends on December 31 and the company
prepares annual ASC 718 reports that line up with its fiscal year. As a result, the
grant date does not line up with the beginning of the reporting period.

23This frequently causes bugs in spreadsheets when someone with a computer science/engineering back-
ground implements the calculations. Be careful!
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The 19% accrued for Tranche 1 in 2020 can be verified as follows:

CAR2020,1 =
DV2020,1

DT1
=

MD2020 − SD1 + 1

VD1 − SD1 + 1

=
2020-12-31− 2020-04-01 + 1

2021-03-31− 2020-04-01 + 1
=

275

365

= 75.1 %

Also, Tranche 1 only represents 25% of the total grant and no other tranches are
accruing in 2020, so that

CAR2020 = 25 % · 75.1 % = 18.8 % ≈ 19 %

In 2021, the accrual looks as follows for the first 3 tranches:

CAR2021,1 =
min(2021-12-31− 2020-04-01 + 1, 2021-04-01− 2020-04-01 + 1)

2021-04-01− 2020-04-01 + 1

=
366

366
= 100 %

CAR2021,2 =
min(2021-12-31− 2021-04-02 + 1, 2021-09-30− 2021-04-02 + 1)

2021-09-30− 2021-04-02 + 1

=
182

182
= 100 %

CAR2021,3 =
min(2021-12-31− 2021-10-02 + 1, 2022-03-31− 2021-10-02 + 1)

2022-03-31− 2021-10-02 + 1

=
91

181
= 50.3 %

With tranche 2 and 3 representing 12.5 % each, the total grant cumulative accrued
ratio is given by:

CAR2021 = 25 % · 100 % + 12.5 % · 100 % + 12.5 % · 50.3 % = 43.8 % ≈ 44 %
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6.1.2 FIN 28 Accrual

FIN 28 accrual is a GAAP-accepted method that front-loads the expenses associated with
a grant. It is also known as Accelerated Attribution or Multiple method. It can be used
when cost is needed to offset revenue and is commonly used internationally. In contrast to
the straight line method, the service or accrual period starts with the grant date and ends at
the vesting date.

At tranche granularity, this method uses the accrual start date of the grant and the
tranche vesting date to calculate the cumulative accrued ratio. The total number of vesting
days is given by

DTt = max(VDt −GD + 1, 0). (21)

As for the straight line, the max() call protects against the case where the grant date occurs
after the tranche vesting date GD > VDt. One can see that the only difference is that the
tranche start date was replaced with the grant date or more generically the accrual start
date.

Similarly, the number of vested days only varies from the straight line method by changing
the tranche start date with the grant date.

DVi,t = min(max(min(MDi,TD)−GD + 1, 0),DTt) (22)

The min() and max() protections exist for the same reason as in the straight line method.
Note that DV i,t is actually independent of the tranche other than its upper limit cannot
exceed DTt, which depends on the tranche of course.

Example 12: FIN 28 Accrual of a 4-Year Vesting Grant

Using the setup in example 11 but applying FIN 28 accrual, the resulting accrual
graph becomes an asymptotic, increasing concave down looking graph.

2020 2021 2022 2023 2024
42% 76% 92% 99% 100%
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Tr 2
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Note that the curve is not continuous whenever a tranche vests. Mathematically
this is due to the use of min(DVi,t,DTt) which stops the growth of the function for
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any fully vested tranche. Also, the graph is linear between any two tranche vesting
dates.
In the graph above, it is not intuitive to see how the cumulative percentages are
calculated using a fraction from each tranche. The graph below splits the vesting on
a per tranche basis to visually represent the fraction of accrual each tranche adds
to every reporting period.

2020 2021 2022 2023 2024
41.6% 76.2% 92.4% 99.2% 100%

Tr 1 Tr 2 Tr 3 Tr 4 Tr 5 Tr 6 Tr 7
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In the graph above, the fractions of each tranche at the end of a reporting period
add up to the total fraction for the period. The table below shows the tranche
accruals for the 2020 reporting period. Equations 21 and 22 were used to calculate
the total number of vesting days (DTt) and days vested at the end of the reporting
period (DV20,t), respectively.

Tr TSt
TST

GD VDt DV20,t DTt CARt
TSt
TST
·CARt

1 25.0% 2020-04-01 2021-04-01 275 366 75.1% 18.8%

2 12.5% 2020-04-01 2021-10-01 275 549 50.1% 6.3%

3 12.5% 2020-04-01 2022-04-01 275 731 37.6% 4.7%

4 12.5% 2020-04-01 2022-10-01 275 914 30.1% 3.8%

5 12.5% 2020-04-01 2023-04-01 275 1,096 25.1% 3.1%

6 12.5% 2020-04-01 2023-10-01 275 1,279 21.5% 2.7%

7 12.5% 2020-04-01 2024-04-01 275 1,462 18.8% 2.3%

Shoobx Note
In Shoobx’s ASC 718 Excel book, both accrual methods are calculated all the time.
The user can switch between accrual methods using the Configuration sheet.
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6.2 Vesting Projections

As mentioned before, grants can be terminated at any time for different reasons, most
commonly due to the termination of the service relationship with the grantee, specifically
when an employee quits or is let go. This usually results in a forfeiture of the unvested equity.
It also means that grants have a shorter service period and remaining life. ASC 718 requires
accountants to take these forfeitures into consideration when projecting future expenses.

6.2.1 Remaining Service Period

The remaining service period of a tranche, RSPt, is the number of years left in the service
period at the end of the reporting period. If the service period does not start before the
end of the reporting period, then the remaining service period is the total service period of
the tranche. And conversely, if the tranche vests before the end of the reporting period, the
remaining service period is zero. Mathematically, the reporting period can be defined with

RSPi,t = max

(
VDt −max(GD,MDi)

365.25
, 0

)
. (23)

The expression max(GD,MDi) ensures that a future grant date is considered and avoids the
remaining service period to be larger than the total service period. The outer max() protects
against tranches that have already vested before the end of the reporting period, VDt < MDi.

Example 13: Remaining Service Period of a Tranche

Using the simple grant from example 2, the remaining service period for the 2020
reporting period, can be calculated:

RSP2020,1 = max

(
2021-04-01−max(2020-07-01, 2020-12-31)

365.25
, 0

)
= max

(
2021-04-01− 2020-12-31

365.25
, 0

)
=

91

365.25

= 0.249 yr

The result will contain 3 decimal places to capture the granularity of a day.

6.2.2 Forfeitures

In many environments it is typical for service relationships to end before the grants’ service
period is completed. For example, the average software engineer tenure at a software
development company is 18 months, but new hire grants usually have a service period of 48
or 60 months. To avoid overreporting of future expenses, an annual forfeiture rate, FF, is
determined and applied to all grants. Originally, complicated models for forfeiture rates were
conceived and varied based on seasonal and economic conditions. Today a constant annual
rate is acceptable for small companies that can be estimated.
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Using the forfeiture rate, the fraction of equity projected to vest, FPVi,t can be calculated
using

FPVi,t = (1− FF)RSPi,t . (24)

This formula works since both the forfeiture rate and remaining service period are on an
annual basis. Also, if the remaining service period is zero (0), we get FPVi,t = 1, which
makes sense because once the service period has completed all equity has vested and none
will be forfeited.

The shares projected to vest, PVi,t, can now be simply determined using

PVi,t = TSt · FPVi,t. (25)

Example 14: Tranche Options Projected to Vest

Using equation 24, the remaining service period of 0.249 yr from example 13, and
using a forfeiture rate of 5.00 %, the fraction projected to vest is

FPV2020,1 = (1− 5.00 %)0.249 = 98.7 %.

Given the grant described in example 2 and equation 25, the number of projected
shares to vest for tranche 1 comes out to be

PV2020,1 = 2,000 options · 98.7 % = 1,974 options.

The resulting number of options is truncated not rounded!

In the continued effort of the FASB to simplify accounting practices, ASU 2016-0924

allows a company not to consider future forfeitures and simply reconcile the accounting when
forfeitures happen. In plain English this means that a company can elect to not consider
forfeiture rates at all (or set it to zero) and simply have negative expenses when options
or shares are returned. This is welcomed news as this significantly simplifies the ASC 718
expense calculations. However, not all audit firms accept this simplification and companies
might be challenged on this point during an audit.

Shoobx Note
Shoobx’s calculations fully support forfeitures to support existing companies not
being able to make the election or companies that do not wish to make it. Companies
that select to apply ASU 2016-09 can simply set the forfeiture rate to zero. Shoobx’s
Excel book also handles negative expenses properly as this is needed for actual
forfeitures anyways.

The forfeiture rate should be specified in the application for proper future reporting
but can be changed in the Configuration sheet to experiment with the numbers.

24https://www.fasb.org/jsp/FASB/Document_C/DocumentPage?cid=1176168028584
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6.3 Accrued Expense

Accrued expenses are the expenses that have accrued until the end of the reporting period.
With the total expense, TEt, of a tranche given by

TEt = TSt · FV (26)

where TSt is the number of total options or shares in the tranche and FV is the fair value
per share as calculated in section 5, the total accrued expense, TAEi,t for a tranche t in a
given reporting period i is given by

TAEi,t = CARi · TEt. (27)

After applying the forfeiture ratio to equation 27, the accrued expense is given by

AEi,t = TAEi,t · FPVi,t. (28)

Example 15: Accrued Expense of a Tranche

Given the fair value of $1.44 from example 9 and the first tranche as described in
example 2, the total expense for tranche 1 can be calculated using equation 26 as
follows:

TE1 = 2,000 shares · $1.44 = $2,880.00

Applying the cumulative accrued ratio of 75.1 % as calculated in example 11 and
the fraction projected to vest of 98.7 % from example 14, the accrued expense of
tranche 1 in 2020 is

TAE2020,1 = 75.1 % · $2,880.00 = $2,162.88

AE2020,1 = $2,162.88 · 98.7 % = $2,134.76

6.4 Unaccrued Expense

The total unaccrued expense, TUEi,t, is simply the difference of the total expense and the
total accrued expense unless the grant has been terminated:

TUEi,t =

{
0 if TD is set and TD < MDi

TEt − TAEi,t otherwise
(29)

The equation assumes that the termination date will not be set if it occurred after the
reporting period. This ensures that running the report at any time will give yield the same
output and the report does not “peek” into the future.

The forfeiture corrected unaccrued expense, UEi,t, can be similarly expressed as

UEi,t =

{
0 if TD is set and TD < MDi

TEt · FPVi − AEi,t otherwise
(30)
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Example 16: Unaccrued Expense of a Tranche

Continuing example 15, the total unaccrued expense and forfeiture corrected unac-
crued expense is:

TUE2020,1 = $2,880.00− $2,162.88 = $717.12

UE2020,1 = $2,880.00 · 98.7 %− $2,134.76 = $707.80

Shoobx Note
Both, the accrued and unaccrued expenses are calculated on a per-tranche basis
in the “Accrued Expense” section of the Expense Allocation spreadsheet of the
Shoobx ASC 718 report Excel report.

6.5 Current Expense

Up to this point, only the cumulative expense, in other words the total expense since the
grant date, has been calculated. However, if the grant date occurred before the beginning
of the reporting period, some expense was already recognized in a previous report. This is
solved by simply subtracting the cumulative expense of the previous reporting period.

CEi,t = AEi,t − AEi−1,t (31)

where CEi,t is the current expense for the reporting period i and i− 1 denoting the prior
reporting period.

Unfortunately, that means that all calculations performed in this section 6 have to be
repeated for the prior reporting period. The prior reporting period end date is given by

MDi−1 = MSi − 1 day (32)

where MSi is the start date of the current reporting period or measurement start date.
When repeating the calculations some additional protections may be needed to ensure

that the grant date did not occur after the end of the prior reporting period.

Shoobx Note
In the Shoobx Excel report, the current expense is only calculated at the grant level
in the Grants sheet. This is because the report allows manual override of previously
accrued expenses to allow for reconciliation. See section 6.6 for details.

6.6 Reconciliation

Making errors is human and will happen, whether it is due to previously missing reports,
typos or incorrect formulas. In those cases, the error(s) should be identified and fixed in
the next report. Filed reports should not be modified. Thus one should consider to allow
manual overrides of several quantities on a per grant basis such as the prior expenses AEi−1,
expected term T, interest rate r, annual dividend rate q, volatility σ, fair value FV and a
flag indicating whether a grant should be included in the expense calculations.
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These reconciliation options can significantly increase the complexity of the calculations
since all quantities have to be summarized at the grant level to apply the reconciliation
overrides.

Shoobx Note
The Shoobx ASC 718 Excel report allows for the full range of overrides via the
“Overrides” section in the Grants sheet. Please be aware that overriding any values
can change the current expense which will need to be updated manually in the app
to ensure that the next report will be correct as well.

6.7 Expense Reporting

Expenses for the reporting period are usually disclosed in a balance sheet called the Expense
Summary. It contains stock compensation expense as well as cash flow due to exercises. The
report splits into three sections listing the debit and credit of multiple accounts.

6.7.1 Stock-based Compensation Expense

The section consists of a “Stock Compensation Expense” account from which all current
expenses are debited and the corresponding credit account “Additional Paid-In-Capital”.
The total current expense of a given reporting period is simple the sum of current expense
CEi over all grants.

CEi,T =
n∑
g=1

CEi,g (33)

where n is the number of grants in the report. i denotes the current reporting period.

6.7.2 Receivables from Early Exercises

This section consists of a “Cash Received from Early Exercise” to which all cash received
from early exercises during the reporting period is debited. It’s companion account is called
“Cash Liability (Early Exercise)” to which the same cash is credited. The latter account is
a liability as cash might have to be returned to the grantee upon forfeiture of non-vested
shares.

XPT,XE,i =
n∑
g=1

tn∑
t=1

{
XPT,t if XEt = true and MSi ≤ XDt ≤ MDi

0 otherwise
(34)

where XPT,t is the exercise amount (total exercise price) of the tranche, XEt is a Boolean
indicating whether the tranche was early exercised, and XDt is the exercise date of the
tranche.

6.7.3 Additional Paid-In-Capital and Exercise Activities

This section summarizes all paid-in-capital and cash activities due to exercises. First are
the “Paid-In-Capital” accounts, one for regular and one for early exercises made during the
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reporting period:

XFVT,i =
n∑
g=1

tn∑
t=1

{
FV · XSt if XEt = false and MSi ≤ XDt ≤ MDi

0 otherwise
(35)

and

XFVT,XE,i =
n∑
g=1

tn∑
t=1

{
FV · XSt if XEt = true and MSi ≤ VDt ≤ MDi

0 otherwise
(36)

where XSt is the number of shares exercised.
The next two accounts, “Cash Received from Exercise” and “Cash Liability (Early

Exercise)” record the actual cash flow due to exercises. Those values are different from the
previous ones, since in general fair value does not equal exercise price.

XPT,i =
n∑
g=1

tn∑
t=1

{
XPT,t if XEt = false and MSi ≤ XDt ≤ MDi

0 otherwise
(37)

and

XPT,XE,i =
n∑
g=1

tn∑
t=1

{
XPT,t if XEt = true and MSi ≤ VDt ≤ MDi

0 otherwise
(38)

The final two accounts balance the above ones. The “Common Stock (Par Value)” accounts
for the total par value of all exercised shares.

PART,i =
n∑
g=1

tn∑
t=1


TSt · PAR if XEt = false and MSi ≤ XDt ≤ MDi

TSt · PAR if XEt = true and MSi ≤ VDt ≤ MDi

0 otherwise

(39)

where PAR is the par value of the company’s common stock.
The “Additional Paid-In-Capital Excess of Par” account simply balances the accounting

using
EPART,i = XFVT,i + XFVT,XE,i + XPT,i + XPT,XE,i − PART,i (40)

where EPAR is the excess of par.

Example 17: 2020 Expense Summary with a Simple Grant

Using the simple grant described in example 2, the derived quantities calculated
in the examples of this section, as well as an early exercise of 1,000 shares at the
strike price of $1.00 and par value of $0.00001, the expense summary for the 2020
reporting period looks as follows:

Expense Summary
Date: December 31, 2020

Account Debit Credit

Record of current period Stock-based Compensation Expenses
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Stock Compensation Expense $2,134.76 $0.00

Additional Paid-In-Capital $0.00 $2,134.76

Record of current period receivables from Early Exercises

Cash Received from Early Exercises $1,000.00 $0.00

Cash Liability (Early Exercises) $0.00 $1,000.00

Record of current period Additional Paid-In-Capital and Exercise Activities

Additional Paid-In-Capital $0.00 $0.00

Additional Paid-In-Capital (Early Exercises) $0.00 $0.00

Cash Received from Exercise $0.00 $0.00

Cash Liability (Early Exercises) $0.00 $0.00

Common Stock (Par Value) $0.00 $0.00

Additional Paid-In-Capital Excess of Par $0.00 $0.00

Shoobx Note
The Expense Summary sheet in the Shoobx ASC 718 report contains the balance
sheet as outlined above.

7 Disclosures

In addition to the expenses and cash flow associated with equity grants, ASC 718 requires
the disclosure of the actual option and share accounting as well as some related metrics to
help predict future expenses and liabilities.

7.1 Option Grants

The most important disclosure are the outstanding shares at the beginning and the end of
the periods and the actions that caused the change. The remaining disclosures report on
vesting and exercise related metrics. Generally, the number of shares in a tranche should be
summed over all tranches of all option grants if a relevant condition, Ct, is met:

TST =
n∑
t=1

{
TSt if Ct = true

0 otherwise

where n is the total number of tranches for all option grants.
The table below lists all option disclosures with the appropriate conditions:
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Options Disclosure Condition, Ct

Outstanding at Start of Period
[(GD < MSi) ∧ (EOL ≥ MSi) ∧ (¬XDt)] ∨
[(GD < MSi) ∧ (XDt ≥ MSi)]

Granted during Period MSi ≤ GD ≤ MDi

Exercised during Period (MSi ≤ XDt ≤ MDi) ∧ (¬XEt)

Early Exercised during Period (MSi ≤ XDt ≤ MDi) ∧ XEt

Forfeited during Period (MSi ≤ EOL ≤ MDi) ∧ (VDt > TD) ∧ (¬XDt)

Expired during Period (MSi ≤ EOL ≤ MDi) ∧ (VDt > TD) ∧ (¬XDt)

Outstanding at End of Period (EOL > MDi) ∧ (¬XDt)

Exercisable at End of Period
[(VDt ≤ MSi) ∧ (EOL > MSi) ∧ (¬XDt)] ∨
[(VDt > MSi) ∧ (EOL > MSi) ∧ (¬XDt) ∧ (XEt)]

Repurchased Early Exercised (MSi ≤ RDt ≤ MDi) ∧ (VDt > TD) ∧ (XEt)

Vested during Period
[(MSi ≤ VDt ≤ MDi) ∧ (EOL > MDi)] ∨
[(MSi ≤ VDt ≤ MDi) ∧ (EOL ≤ MDi) ∧ (VDt < TD)]

Vested at End of Period (VDt ≤ MDi) ∧ (EOL > MDi) ∧ (¬XEt)

Expected to Vest
[(VDt > MDi) ∧ (EOL > MDi) ∧ (¬TD) ∧ (¬XDt)] ∨
[VDt > MDi) ∧ (TD > MDi) ∧ (¬XDt)]

Vested and Expected to Vest The result is the sum of the previous two disclosures.

In addition to disclosing the number of options, there are four more metrics to report on
for each disclosure in the table above. The first one is the weighted average of the exercise
price with the weight being the number of shares in the grant.

XP =

n∑
t=1

{
XPT if Ct = true

0 otherwise

n∑
t=1

{
TSt if Ct = true

0 otherwise

(41)

To simplify the expressions, the following notation can be introduced:

XP =
1

TST (C)

n(C)∑
t=1

XPT (42)

where n(C) is the number of tranches for which C(t) = true and TST (C) is the number of
total shares over all tranches matching the condition C.

The total intrinsic value IV of is provided using

IV =
1

TST (C)

n(C)∑
t=1

IVT,t (43)
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where IVT,t comes in two flavors, one value for the start of the reporting period (MSi) and
one for the end (MDi):

IVT,t,S = min(FMVS − XPt, 0) · TSt

IVT,t,E = min(FMVE − XPt, 0) · TSt

where S stands for start and E for end. The min() call protects against negative intrinsic
values when the fair market value is lower than the exercise price.

Similarly, the weighted average for the remaining life RL at the start and end of the
reporting period can be defined as

RL =
1

TST (C)

n(C)∑
t=1

RLt · TSt (44)

with

RLt,S = max

(
EOL−MSi − 1

365.25
, 0

)
RLt,E = max

(
EOL−MDi − 1

365.25
, 0

)
where RL is the remaining life of a grant.

The weighted average grant date fair value FV is also reported for each option metric
and is calculated using

FV =
1

TST (C)

n(C)∑
t=1

FVt · TSt (45)

The report is created by the matrix formed using the disclosures and their metrics.

Example 18: 2020 Option Disclosures with a Simple Grant

Reusing the same grant activity as described in example 17, the options disclosure
for 2020 looks as follows:

Options Disclosure
Date: December 31, 2020

Disclosure Shares XP IV RL FV

Outstanding at Start of Period 0 $0.00 $0.00 0.000 $0.00

Granted during Period 8,000 $1.00 $0.00 9.498 $1.44

Exercised during Period 0 $0.00 $0.00 0.000 $0.00

Early Exercised during Period 1,000 $1.00 $0.00 9.498 $1.44

Forfeited during Period 0 $0.00 $0.00 0.000 $0.00

Expired during Period 0 $0.00 $0.00 0.000 $0.00
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Outstanding at End of Period 7,000 $1.00 $0.00 9.498 $1.44

Exercisable at End of Period 7,000 $1.00 $0.00 9.498 $1.44

Repurchased Early Exercised 0 $0.00 $0.00 0.000 $0.00

Vested during Period 0 $0.00 $0.00 0.000 $0.00

Vested at End of Period 0 $0.00 $0.00 0.000 $0.00

Expected to Vest 6,437 $1.00 $0.00 9.498 $1.44

Vested and Expected to Vest 6,437 $1.00 $0.00 9.498 $1.44

The metrics are identical over all disclosures because only one grant is part of the
report.

7.2 Stock Grants

The disclosures for restricted stock grants are similar to those of the option grants, but
much simpler. Below is the table with the relevant disclosures and their associated tranche
conditions. Only tranches for RSA grants are considered.

Options Disclosure Condition, Ct

Unvested at Start of Period (VDt ≥ MSi) ∧ (EOL > MSi) ∧ (GD ≤ MSi)

Granted during Period MSi ≤ GD ≤ MDi

Canceled during Period (MSi ≤ EOL ≤ MDi) ∧ (VDt > TD)

Vested during Period
[(MSi ≤ VDt ≤ MDi) ∧ (EOL > MDi)] ∨
[(MSi ≤ VDt ≤ MDi) ∧ (EOL ≤ MDi) ∧ (VDt < TD)]

Unvested at End of Period (VDt > MDi) ∧ (EOL > MDi)

For stock grants only the weighted average grant date fair value is reported as an additional
metric and can be calculated in the same way as described in the previous section.

Example 19: 2020 Option Disclosures with a Simple Stock Grant

Considering a simple grant as described in example 2 but instead of options, restricted
stock (RSA) was granted. The shares were purchased at $1.00 a piece. The RSA
disclosure looks as follows:
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RSAs Disclosure
Date: December 31, 2020

Disclosure Shares FV

Unvested at Start of Period 0 $0.00

Granted during Period 8,000 $1.44

Canceled during Period 0 $0.00

Vested during Period 0 $0.00

Unvested at End of Period 8,000 $1.44

7.3 Option Grants Statistics

It is also interesting to see the minimum, maximum and weighted average of the expected
term, volatility, interest rate and fair value for all option grants made during the reporting
period. The attentive reader might wonder whether there is any interesting change in those
values throughout a reporting period given that grant duration and vesting details are usually
standardized in the stock incentive plan grant forms. While that is true, there are some
major categories of grants that will provide enough change in those quantities. A new
employee might always get a standard performance grant that includes vesting, but follow-up
performance grants usually do not have vesting at all, which will produce a lot of variance in
the expected term and thus fair value. Also, it is common for upper management and sales
to receive milestone-based grants, which have very little consistency.

Example 20: 2020 Option Grant Statistics

Reusing the same grant activity as described in example 17, the disclosure for 2020
looks as follows:

Option Grants Statistics
Date: December 31, 2020

Low High Weighted Average

Expected Term 5.985 yr 5.985 yr 5.985 yr

Volatility 66.51 % 66.51 % 66.51 %

Interest Rate 0.40 % 0.40 % 0.40 %

Fair Value $1.44 $1.44 $1.44

Again, all metrics are identical because only one grant is being reported on.
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7.4 Unaccrued Expense

The final but yet so important disclosure are the projected future expenses also known
as unaccrued expenses and the associated weighted remaining service period. Those two
quantities allow accountants to predict the amount of expenses that can be recognized within
the next reporting periods.

The unaccrued expenses can simply be calculated using

UEi =
n∑
t=1

UEi,t (46)

where n is the number of all tranches over all grants. No conditions are necessary as equation
30, which defines UEi,t, already filters out any non-applicable scenarios.

RSPi =

n∑
t=1

RSPi,t ·
UEi,t

FV
n∑
t=1

UEi,t

FV

(47)

where
UEi,t

FV
is the number of unaccrued shares, USi,t. With that definition, the equation can

be simplified to:

RSPi =

n∑
t=1

USi,t

n∑
t=1

RSPi,t · USi,t

(48)

Example 21: 2020 Unaccrued Expense Disclosure

Given the simple grant of example 2, it is known that only tranche 1 will accrue any
expense in 2020. The unaccrued expenses for tranche 1 were calculated in example
16 to be $707.80. For all other tranches, all expenses are unaccrued.

UE2020 = $707.80 + 6,000 options · $1.44 = $9,347.80

The weighted remaining service period can be best calculated using a table:

Tr TSt VDt RSP2020,t US2020,t

1 2,000 2021-04-01 0.249 yr 491

2 1,000 2021-10-01 0.750 yr 1,000

3 1,000 2022-04-01 1.248 yr 1,000

4 1,000 2022-10-01 1.749 yr 1,000

5 1,000 2023-04-01 2.248 yr 1,000

6 1,000 2023-10-01 2.749 yr 1,000

7 1,000 2024-04-01 3.250 yr 1,000
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The total number of unaccrued shares is 6,491. Using equation 48 the weighted
average remaining service period is calculated to be 1.867 yr.

Shoobx Note
All disclosures outlined in this entire section 7 are located in the “Disclosure” sheet
of the Shoobx ASC 718 report.

Appendices

A Variables

A.1 Quantity Variables and Names

Variable Description

AEi,t Accrued Expense (post-forfeiture)

CEi,t Current Expense

DTt Days Total in Expense/Accrual Period

DVi,t Days Vested/Accrued

EOL End of Life Date

EXP Expiration Date

FF Forfeiture Rate

FPVi,t Fraction of options/shares Projected to Vest

FV Fair Value per Share

FVVT,t Fair Value to Vest in Tranche

GD Grant Date

IV Intrinsic Value

MDi Measurement Date (End of Reporting Period)

MSi Measurement Period Start Date

PVi,t Options/Shares Projected to Vest

q Annual Dividend Rate

RDt Repurchase Date

RL Remaining Life in Years
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Variable Description

RSPi,t Remaining Service/Expense Period

SDt Expense Start Date

SO Shares Outstanding (unexercised options)

TAEi,t Total Accrued Expense

TD Termination Date

TEt Total Expense

TSt Total Options/Shares Granted

UEi,t Unaccrued Expense (post-forfeiture)

VDt Vesting Date

WRL Weighted Remaining Life

XAPV Exercise Amount to Vest

XP Exercise Price per Share

XPT Exercise Amount (Total Exercise Price)

XS Exercised Options/Shares

XE Exercised Early (Boolean)

A.2 Common Variable Subscripts

Suffix Description

i Describes the current reporting period. i− 1 is used to represent the
previous reporting period.

t Stands for a specific tranche. Quantities are often calculated on a
per tranche bases and are then summarized (added, averaged, etc.)
to provide the grant-level quantity. When discussing tranche-specific
calculations, the suffix is often omitted for brevity.

T This suffix refers to the grant-total amount of a quantity.

S Designates the value of a quantity at the beginning of the reporting
period.

E Designates the value of a quantity at the end of the reporting period.
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B Acronyms

Acronym Name

ASC Accounting Standards Codification

FASB Financial Accounting Standard Board

FMV Fair Market Value

GAAP Generally Accepted Accounting Principles

ISO International Organization for Standardization (from French)

ISO Incentive Stock Option

NIST National Institute of Standards and Technology

NQO Non-Qualified Option

PTE post-termination exercise

RSA Restricted Stock Award

RSU Restricted Stock Unit

SOC Service Organization Control

C Definitions

accelerated attribution Same as FIN 28 accrual .

Accounting Standards Codification In short ASC, a set of accepted US accounting
standards published by the FASB.

accrual start date The date on which a grant starts to vest. For the purposes of this
article it is the greater of the vesting commencement date and grant date.

capitalization table Also known as cap table, a display of all ownership (of equity) in the
company.

contractual term The term during which the option is valid and can be purchased (de-
pending on vesting). A common value is 10 years.

current expense In the context of ASC 718, the expense to be recognized for a reporting
period due to compensation grants.

exercise amount The total amount of money paid for exercising a set of options.

exercise date The date on which an exercise of options was conducted.
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exercise price The per share price for an option.

expected term The expected life time of a grant.

expiration date The last date on which options can be exercised. It is the day on which
the contractual term ends.

fair market value The current share price of the company. It is usually determined by the
board or a 409A valuation.

fair value The estimated share price of an option using some mathematical model. Often
the Black–Scholes call value formula is used.

FIN 28 accrual A non-linear, front-loaded method of accruing options by providing a
service for purposes of ASC 718 expense recognition.

Financial Accounting Standard Board In short FASB, an organization responsible for
the publication of the ASC guidelines.

financial statements A set of ASC compliant reports that fully represent the financial
status and activity of the company during the reporting period.

financials Short form of financial statements.

forfeiture rate An annual rate of granted options returned to the company due to forfeiture.

fully vested A term used to signal that all equity of a grant have vested or in other words
the service period has completed.

Generally Accepted Accounting Principles In short GAAP, a set of high-level, US-
centric guidelines of accepted accounting principles.

grant date The date the grant was approved by the board and becomes valid.

grant expiration date The last date on which the options can be purchased.

incentive stock options Type of stock option that allows for special US tax treatment by
not needing to pay taxes upon exercise. They are only available to US employees.

interest rate In the context of Black–Scholes, it refers to a risk-free interest rate that can
be attained instead of investing in an option.

intrinsic value The per-share value of an option to the grantee at the current time. It is
the difference between the current fair market value and the exercise price.

measurement date The end date of the reporting period. Is the date for which the state
of the finances is reported.

multiple accrual method Same as FIN 28 accrual .
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non-qualified options A type of option grant that does not qualify for preferred tax
treatment. It is commonly used for non-US based employees, advisors and consultants.

post-termination exercise window The time period after termination during which op-
tions can be exercised. It is commonly 90 days.

remaining service period The remaining time before all options of a grant are vested. In
other words the remaining amount of time in which the grantee has to provide a service
in order to earn the grant equity.

reporting period The span of time for which the financials including the ASC 718 disclo-
sures are prepared.

restricted stock award A type of grant that provides shares that are immediately pur-
chased. They are restricted because they are subject to vesting and may not be freely
sold.

restricted stock unit Similar to restricted stock award with the exception that the
units have further restrictions such as not having voting rights.

SAB simplified method A “simple” safe-harbor method of calculating the expected term.

service period Same as vesting term .

stock incentive plan A document creating the availability of shares to be distributed to
workers as part of compensation. It is also commonly known as the employee pool.

straight line accrual A simple, linear method of accruing options by providing a service
for purposes of ASC 718 expense recognition.

strike price Same as exercise price.

tranche The portion of an equity grant that vests on a particular date.

vesting The process of earning granted equity by providing a service.

vesting cliff An initial period at the beginning of the service period during which no equity
vests. This ensures that a grantee has provided a minimum service before owning equity
in the company. A cliff of 1 year is typical.

vesting commencement date The day on which the service period and thus vesting starts.
For new employees that is usually the start date of employment.

vesting event A day on which some part (tranche) of the equity grant vests.

vesting frequency The regular time period between vesting events. This term is only
relevant for time-based vesting schedules with regular vesting events after the cliff.

vesting period Same as vesting term .
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vesting schedule The layout for a time period during which equity will vest for the grantee.
Usually, this will include a vesting term, cliff and frequency. It defines the initial set of
tranches.

vesting term The amount of time the needed for the grant to fully vest, also known as the
vesting period or service period.

volatility The range of the current stock price in which a future stock price at grant
expiration will fall into with a 68% probability (one standard deviation).
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www.shoobx.com

We help position companies for successful exits. Shoobx goes 

beyond the cap table, combining equity management, 

corporate governance, fundraising tools, and documentation 

into one collaborative platform. This streamlines your workflow 
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you, reach out to us: info@shoobx.com.
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